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Stampede Named Exclusive North American Distributor for Projection Screens Ltd
Interactive Multi-Touch Tables and Transparent Projection Film on Display at Stampede’s InfoComm Booth
Las Vegas, NV, June 9, 2010 — Stampede, the leading value-added distributor of presentation and home theater
technology, has been named the exclusive North American distributor for Projection Screens Limited, the manufacturer of
some of the industry’s hottest products. Visitors to Stampede’s booth at InfoComm ‘10 will be able to see Projection
Screens’ unique Multi-Touch Tables and their innovative Projection Film. Offering a state-of-the-art touch screen
integrated into a desk-height console, Projection Screens’ Multi-Touch Tables are perfect for exhibition and lobby
applications. Transparent and yet able to hold a remarkable image, Projection Screens’ Holographic Projection Film is
perfect for storefront displays and use with 3D graphics.
“Projection Screens’ products are the future of our industry,” said Kevin Kelly, Stampede president and COO. “We
are thrilled to be their exclusive distributor. With such leading-edge technology as the Multi-Touch Tables and the
Holographic Projection Film we are opening a vast array of application possibilities for our dealers. With the training we
are offering at InfoComm and continuing throughout the year, our dealers will be able to bring these possibilities to life
for their clients and grow their business exponentially.”
“Our advanced projection screen materials push projection capabilities to new levels,” said Jamie Smith of Projection
Screens Limited. “Stampede is uniquely qualified to educate their extensive network of dealers about how to use this
technology to captivate audiences in environments not conducive to traditional large format broadcast platforms. By
partnering with Stampede we plan to make Projection Screens’ revolutionary products the go-to solution for ProAV
installers and systems integrators throughout North America.”
Stampede’s booth will be in location number C4763 at InfoComm ‘10. Projection Screens’ products can also be
found in Stampede’s “Big Book of AV” on pages 78-79 and 400-402, available online at BigBookofAV.com.
About Stampede
Known for its value-added distribution, Stampede is the leading distributor of presentation equipment including LCD/DLP
projectors and flat panel displays. Stampede provides a complete range of brand name presentation equipment to a variety of
audio/visual, computer, and home theater resellers and integrators in the United States, Canada and Latin America. These resellers
rely on Stampede for value-added services in distribution, marketing and solution-based sales. Stampede annually produces the “Big
Book of AV,” a 656-page catalog and companion website (BigBookofAV.com) providing hundreds of sales, installation and spec tips

for Stampede’s dealers in addition to product details on more than 5,000 SKUs. For more information on Stampede, log onto
StampedeGlobal.com.

About Projection Screens Limited
Projection Screens Limited, the UK-based parent company of Projection Screens Inc., started trading with its own range of
projection screens and films in 2000. Due to the changes in technology and the increase in demand for digital-out-of-home (DOOH)
applications, Projection Screens has established a global network of distributors of which Stampede has been included. Stampede will
now distribute a full range of Projection Screens’ products, including the Clarity Holographic Projection Film, the incredible daylightreadable Ultra XC Projection Film Rolls, plus high-gain film screens and Projection Screens’ award winning Multi-Touch interactive
tables. For more information on Projection Screens Limited, log onto ProScreensLtd.com.

